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Shaping the institutional and personal prerequisites for collaboration --- 

The example of the SS-doctor Percival Treite 

 

In the concentration camps „nothing and especially nothing good could be done“ without 

the collaboration with the SS, as the former prisoner doctor Zenon Drohocki put it. The 

prisoners ́ motives to volunteer as doctors were complex. Some were driven by the will to 

ease the pain of fellow inmates and treat their illnesses, while others were attracted by 

privileges and other personal advantages. In any case they helped to improve the medical 

care of their fellow inmates, whatever their motives may have been. The prisoner doctors 

were facing a dilemma in the concentration camps. They were forced to cooperate with 

the SS in order to be able to practice medicine. This cooperation often forced them to 

disobey ethical principles of their profession, for example by taking care of some fellow 

inmates while leaving others to die. The circumstances of their actions were entirely 

imposed by the SS. Each and every decision a prisoner could take was affected by them. 

Thus it is necessary to shift the focus from the prisoner doctors ́ motives to the situation 

they were acting in and to how the SS shaped the conditions under which they were 

acting. 

The intensified assignment of prisoner doctors was a result of the SS ́s intention to 

change the concentration camp system. After the start of the „action 14f13“ (Aktion 

14f13) and the subordination of the camps under the newly founded SS Main Economic 

and Administrative Department (SS-Wirtschafts- und Verwaltungshauptamt) more and 

more prisoner doctors were recruited in the camps. However, the intention of the SS was 

not to treat the sick inmates. They mainly tried to avoid epidemics, administer the misery 

and retain the prisoners ability to work. The lives of sick prisoners depended on whether 

the SS predicted them a quick recovery or selected them to die of their sicknesses or to be 
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exterminated. As a consequence sick prisoners tried to avoid the camp hospitals in fear of 

being killed. 

The events in the womens ́ concentration camp Ravensbrück show that there is a close 

connection between the overall processes in the concentration camp system and 

individual SS members. In Ravensbrück the reorganization of the camp hospital 
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happened much later than in other camps and not before the young SS-physician Dr. med. 

habil. Percival Treite was transferred there in September 1943. Until that date the hospital 

consisted only of two and a half baracks and was far too small for the huge amount of 

prisoners. Treite initiated the extension of the hospital and recruited an increasing number 

of prisoner doctors. In 1944 approximately 36 prisoner doctors and about 300 nurses 

were working in the camp and the hospital occupied one fifth of the 32 barracks. 

However, this did not meet the actually needs of the prisoners and it was never intended 

to do so. The overall aim remained to keep up the prisoners ability to work. The hospital 

remained a place of misery, the few sick prisoners who gained access to the hospital only 

got the most basic help, often not even that. 

Not only were those prisoner doctors recruited by Treite, he also had a major influence on 

their everyday work. Before coming to Ravensbrück Treite was a lecturer at the 

university hospital in Berlin. He discussed complicated cases with the prisoner doctors 

and admonished them to improve their skills. Treite created a very particular 

environment, different to most other camps. However this included passing the execution 

of terror on to the prisoner doctors. He systematically made the doctors kill fellow 

inmates or disregard them. He involved them in human subject research and made them 

select inmates that were to sick or to weak to work. This last point became ever more 

prevalent when the mass shootings of weak prisoners started in September 1944 and with 

the arrival of the special unit Moll in January 1945 (Sonderkommando Moll) that killed 

prisoners in a temporary gas chamber. 

The analysis of cooperation and collaboration in Nazi concentration camps must 

therefore both focus on the overall developments in the concentration camp system and 

individual Members of the SS. Only by this we can understand why and how the prisoner 

doctors where drawn into the „Grey Zone“ (Primo Levi). 


